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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
You must increase the speed of convergence. Which action do you
take for EIGRP?
A. Increase the hold time value.
B. Decrease the hold time value
C. Disable split horizon at the hubs
D. Enable stub routing on the spokes
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the primary purpose of the Middleware Diagnostics

Advisor (MDA) included in WLS Management Pack EE?
A. to automate the SQL tuning process by comprehensively
exploring all the possible ways of tuning a SQL statement
B. to find configuration problems by comparing WLS
configuration to a Gold Image configuration
C. to facilitate proactive performance and availability
management by auto-finding problems and suggesting solutions
D. to analyze the EM configuration and suggest configuration
changes that will extend the stability of EM
E. to provide comprehensive advice on how to optimize schema
design in order to maximize application performance
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reduce problem resolution time through middleware diagnostics
advisor which provides
"root cause" findings in context of the most relevant
configuration parameters and offers suggestions for each
finding.
s:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which situation will cause an app import failure?
A. The export of the app archive file (zip), was from an older
activiti-app version compared to the version activiti-app you
are importing into.
B. The export of the app archive file (zip), contains process
model references to user/group IDs that are not available in
the activiti-app you are importing into.
C. The export of the app archive file (zip) contained invalid
processes, which causes failure to import.
D. The export of the app archive file (zip), was from a newer
activiti-app version compared to the version activiti-app you
are importing into.
Answer: C
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